Meet the Interns

Austin Schuld
Video & Production Intern
Nickname: Aust
Favorite thing about being an intern: I get to learn about video production and create and share my own content. Weekly.
What I have learned the most? I’ve learned so much about the creative process, from stage design to editing. Weekly.
Favorite Quote: “All I can do is ask the questions that keep me learning.” – Biggie Smalls

Christina Evenson
Graphic Design Intern
Nickname: Christie
Favorite thing about being an intern: Learning about more than just design, but how to work with a team of other people and professionals. It’s exciting to see my designs around campus.
What I have learned the most? Tips about managing design projects and effectively communicating your ideas. I’m learning to think outside the box and to be open to new ideas.
Favorite Quote: “The more we learn, the more we realize we don’t know.” – James Redfield

Lance Hammer
Graphic Design Intern
Nickname: Mr. Hammer Time
Favorite thing about being an intern: Having a group of co-workers with different skills that I can get advice from or just bounce ideas off. I’m learning to think out of the box and to be more creative.
What I have learned the most? I’ve learned how to make a positive impact on a team and how to communicate effectively. Weekly.
Favorite Quote: “If you hear a voice within you and listen to what it says, you will hear your own voice. And that voice will be the voice of your higher self—the voice of your intuition.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson

Marcus Fields
Arts Management Intern
Nickname: Marc. I also get "Marky-mark" a lot. My brother calls me "Marky-poo."
Favorite thing about being an intern: I love learning about the creative world and interacting with the creative community. I’m also passionate about spreadsheets and data analysis.
What I have learned the most? Working with creative teams and understanding the business side of the creative world.
Favorite Quote: “The more you learn, the more you realize you don’t know.” – Albert Einstein

Sharee Fink
Marketing Communications Intern
Nickname: Sha-nae-nae
Favorite thing about being an intern: Getting to know the other interns and the folks in the Marketing and Communications department. I’ve learned so much about the creative process and the importance of teamwork.
What I have learned the most? Working on a team and understanding the importance of effective communication. Weekly.
Favorite Quote: “Stay far from timid. Only make moves when your heart is in it, and live the life you love.” – Biggie Smalls

Will Mianecki
Marketing and Communications Intern
Nickname: Will the Thrill, Wilber
Favorite thing about being an intern: I’m really interested in working as communication professional for an organization that engages in economic empowerment or poverty alleviation in Chicago or Detroit.
What I have learned the most? I’ve learned so much about the importance of teamwork and the value of bringing different skills to the table. Weekly.
Favorite Quote: “Where there’s a will, there’s a way.” – Will Smith

For more information on CAL internships, visit cal.msu.edu